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How do we learn to recognize the conditions that support neurodiversity? Inclusion is an active relation 
that includes all bodies and styles of manifesting expression. It orients towards what bodies do and their 
potentialities not for mimicking normality, but for invention and thinking about different ways of 
experience and being in the world. It is not a passive way of dropping an autistic body into framework 
that never changes. It is not about squeezing the round peg into the square hole and hoping it will 
survive. It is thinking about creation, attuning towards difference, and questioning the assumptions that 
characterize autistic bodies as non-relational and unaware or genius and quirky enough to feed into new 
technological fields for profit. 

Inclusive practices in Canada continue to be enacted within spaces and conditions that havenմ changed 
much. Curricula, school environments, attitudes, continue to be rigid and in line with linear 
development models, time constraints, neatly-aligned desks and ҳelf-regulatedӊbodies. In thinking 
about the conditions that support neurodivergent bodies, my non-speaking autistic son Adam - who 
types with support and moves to communicate - and I think about mutual interactions, systems and 
spaces  and the relations that move us or that forbid movement in favour of compliance. We accept 
expressing and learning as my son says Ҧrom the side.Ӡ We attune to stalled, irregular, jumpy moments 
and recognize without judgement.  This begins to shift expectations about what bodies should do. We 
begin to untangle the ableist assumptions that continue to underpin ҩnclusive practicesӠin Canada. 

When we are immersed with each other in non-hierarchical relation, that is, a relation that is truly 
mutual, we have the opportunity to let difference be rather than fight it so that it can Ҧit in.ӠWe can 
think differently about the social construction of knowledge as it relates to power  - a power that 
continues to segregate many autistic/disabled bodies from participation and contribution. We can re-
form the oppressive practices that continue to privilege neurotypical ways of demonstrating knowledge 
through speech and independent, ҲegulatedӠmovement.  

We need to enact an inclusion that envisions invention and potentiality in bodies that hesitate, tic, 
finger-flick, whoop, hum, scream, go mute, walk back and forth, and twirl. We need an inclusion that is 
mutual and supportive and accepts dependence on support. We are always in relation. Autistics indicate 
that they are immersed in multiple relations simultaneously – a alternate way of thinking about sociality 
and being in relation. These ways of Ҳelatingӕ are in the neurotypical view Ҽspan 
class=SpellE>unattentiveӊand anti-social, lacking awareness and humanity. Autistic professor Melanie 
Yergeau writes, ҠIn avoiding the eyes of othersɠthere is much that I do learn, do experience, do feel and 
intimate and express and attract and repel. I might not know or recognize your face, but I know your 
scent, what you wore last Thursday, the exact date on which we first met, the rhythm of your pace, the 
rest cut of your hair against your shoulder, the pulsing force field of the space between our 
bodiesӠ(2017, 211).  Yergeau writes of an attention that is considered in need of normalization, self-
regulation and correction – a way of correcting by segregating first through rehabilitative and 



behavioural therapies.  Neurodivergent bodies are considered maladaptive and in need of regulation, 
independence and (preferably) speaking before it is allowed to be included. This is, in fact, a prerequisite 
before inclusion of autistic people in Canada. Personal support assistants are not allowed, independence 
is, and a whole lot of non-speaking, differently moving autistic people are living on the outskirts where 
we cannot see or hear them. 

What does the persistent segregation of the non-speaking, Үon-compliantӊbody say about the way we 
currently enact inclusion? The drawings I have selected to accompany this statement come from an 
ongoing collaborative practice with my son in what we call our Relationshapes series. We look at how 
relational dynamics and movements are shaped with people, places, attitudes.  As my son says, ҂oy 
prefers support and not to sing alone.ӠAs we continue to privilege the normative, independent speaking 
subject, our collaborative research also examines the ways in which independence is idealized and used 
to exclude autistic people from supposedly inclusive classrooms.  

 

 

Este Klar. What the therapists call ҡvoidance.ӠRelationshapes Series. Pen and Pencil on Paper. 2016. 

 



 

Este Klar. Ҍook at meӊand the normative (special ed) classroom. Relationshapes Series. Pen and 
Watercolour on Paper. 2016. 

 

 

Este Klar. Stim Toy Movement. Relationshapes Series. Pen and Pencil on Paper. 2016 

 



 

 

Este Klar. The Үon-compliant giggleӠin the classroom. Relationshapes Series. Pen on Paper. 2017. 

 

 



Este Klar. Communication Partners (Supported Communication) #4. Relationshapes Series. Charcoal on 
Paper. 2017. 

 

Adam Wolfond. Walking-Drawing Series. (With assistance, Adam decides to make machines that draw 
by attaching them to various parts of his body to capture his movements. This piece was executed by 
making a machine that attached to the hand to capture ҳtimӠmovements while walking. Pen on Paper 
made with cardboard machine. Adam writes how his movements and ҳtimsӠare necessary ways of 
moving from one place to the next. In the current moment, his movements are deemed inappropriate 
and pathological and most autistic people are subjected to rehabilitation therapies that aim to 
normalize movement). 2017. 


